Kuwait Section

Getting Closer to Industry

Strong Relationship with Kuwait Industrial Union to get the benefits from their experience, in addition to promote IEEE within the industry in the State of Kuwait. Get links with universities, Students and the Industrial Union in Kuwait. Arrange Student gatherings with major industry personnel to share Ideas and get some sponsorship.

Attracting and Supporting Future Members

1) Holding some Knowledge Cafe for the Students and Faculty Members in Different Universities.
2) Participating with Young Member Engineers in Technical Workshops and Seminars.
3) Kuwait section shall select some of the Student Graduation Projects from different local Universities, to compete with GCC Students during the 9th IEEE GCC Conference to be held in Bahrain May 2017, IEEE Kuwait Section shall cover the cost of such Event.

Section Vitality

Kuwait Section using the Section Vitality Dashboard to Educate the Members, specially the officers, in the Local Chapters, Affinity Groups and Student Branches. Continue with different Groups to get the Members acquainted with the Dashboard.

IEEE in Africa

Kuwait Section could delegate some Member Volunteers to Participate in Meeting and Seminars to promote IEEE in African Countries.

Support from IEEE Office in Vienna, Austria

Kuwait Section could delegate some Member Volunteers to Participate in Meeting and Seminars to get more Knowledge on the European Office operation.

Miscellaneous / Recommendations / Feedback

Wish the Success to the 108th IEEE R8 Meeting to be held in Stockholm, Sweden.